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Enabling

Memory Reliability, Availability,
and Serviceability Features
on Dell PowerEdge Servers
The memory subsystems on Dell™ PowerEdge™ 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and
PowerEdge 2850 servers are designed to support reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS) features such as error-correcting code, chip fail correct, spare banks,
and mirroring. This article describes RAS features in detail, explaining how they
are enabled, how they can affect available system memory, and how they can help
to minimize system downtime caused by memory errors.
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data errors and can detect double-bit data errors—a capa-
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DIMM, respectively. In a x4 ECC DIMM, 18 DRAM devices are
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needed to form the width of the memory bus (18×4 = 72 bits
[64 data bits and 8 ECC bits]). These 18 DRAM devices form a
rank. Similarly, for a x8 single-rank DIMM, nine DRAM devices

800 MHz
frontside bus
(6.4 GB/sec)

2850 servers support single-rank as well as dual-rank DIMMs. A
maximum of four ranks are supported per memory channel.
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Chip fail correct enables a system to withstand a multibit error
within a DRAM device on a DIMM. On the PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge
2800, and PowerEdge 2850
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are needed. The PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and PowerEdge

servers, chip fail correct is

The PowerEdge 1850,

fully supported on x4 DIMMs
and partially supported on x8

PowerEdge 2800, and

DIMMs. On x4 DIMMs, chip
fail correct can rectify the error

Figure 1. Memory subsystem on PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and
PowerEdge 2850 servers

PowerEdge 2850 servers

when all the bits of a DRAM
are in error; on x8 DIMMs, this

computes the new parity and compares it with the stored parity. If

feature works only when up to

there is a mismatch, then a mechanism within the MCH detects the

four data lines are in error. In

faulty bit. The faulty bit is “flipped” from “1” to “0” or from “0”

chip fail correct, every bit of

to “1” and returned to the host. The error is then reported in the

a DRAM is part of a separate

systems management logs. If a multibit error occurs, it is detected

ECC word. An ECC word con-

and logged but not corrected.

sists of data bits and ECC bits.

The memory subsystem on PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800,

The ECC bits are computed for

and PowerEdge 2850 servers implements standard ECC. The memory

each ECC word and stored. If

bus has 64 data lines and eight ECC lines.

multiple bits of a DRAM are in

include memory RAS
capabilities that are designed
to help minimize system
downtime caused by
memory failures.

error, then all the bits can be corrected by the ECC algorithm because

Minimizing memory errors with RAS features

the chip fail correct feature recognizes them as a single-bit error for

Memory errors are characterized as either soft or hard. Soft errors

each ECC word.

are transient and occasional; hard errors are permanent and are

On the PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and PowerEdge 2850

found in the silicon or in metallization of the dynamic RAM (DRAM)

servers, in two-channel interleaved mode, the 144 bits are divided

packaging. Regardless of the type of error, the number of data bits

into four 36-bit ECC words, as shown in Figure 2. The BIOS enables

in error determines the system behavior. Single-bit errors are usually

the chip fail correct feature in the MCH when it detects x4 DIMMs

correctable in an ECC memory system. Multibit errors may be fatal

installed.

if a system cannot recover from them.
The following sections describe the RAS features available in

Spare-bank memory

PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and PowerEdge 2850 servers

The spare-bank memory feature is implemented in the MCH and the

and how they can help minimize memory errors. Chip fail cor-

system BIOS, enabling administrators to configure a spare row, or

rect helps overcome one class of
multibit errors. Spare-bank memory
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and memory mirroring are other
advanced mechanisms that enable
systems to handle memory errors.

Chip fail correct
A DIMM has multiple identical DRAM
devices. Each DRAM device on a DIMM
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can have 4 or 8 data lines. The corresponding DIMM is called a x4 or x8
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Figure 2. Bits divided into ECC words in two-channel interleaved mode
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bank, of memory. This feature is available on the PowerEdge 1850,
PowerEdge 2800, and PowerEdge 2850 servers only when all three
banks of memory are populated with identical DIMMs. Administrators can configure this feature in the system BIOS setup (by pressing F2 to access the BIOS settings). The BIOS detects the memory
configuration during the power-on self-test (POST) and provides the
administrator with the option to enable this feature.
When this feature is enabled, only banks 1 and 2 are available to the administrator—as the spare, bank 3 is not in use. If
the number of correctable errors that occur within a certain time
frame on a particular DIMM in either bank 1 or bank 2 exceeds a
threshold set in the BIOS, the BIOS will instruct the MCH to copy all
data from the failing bank to bank 3 and to remap the memory in
the system. After the copy process has completed, the failing bank
is no longer used. The system uses bank 3 instead.
The impact of this feature is that one-third of the installed

Figure 3. BIOS setup screen showing that spare-bank memory is enabled

memory is not available to the system at any one time. In return,
the system can benefit from an intelligent memory fault-tolerance
mechanism that enables recovery from a large number of continuous correctable memory errors.

Memory mirroring
Like spare-bank memory, memory mirroring is implemented in the
MCH and the system BIOS. Administrators can configure the system
to maintain a mirrored copy of the data in memory, similar to RAID-1
in storage technology. On the PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and
PowerEdge 2850 servers, this feature is available only when banks
1 and 2 are populated with identical DIMMs—and bank 3 must be
empty. This feature is configurable in the system BIOS setup.
When an administrator enables this feature, banks 1 and 2
are configured as mirrored copies of each other. One bank is the
primary copy while the other bank is the secondary copy. When
data is written to memory, it is written to both banks. However,

Figure 4. BIOS setup screen showing that memory mirroring is enabled

on a memory read, data is read back from the primary copy. If an
uncorrectable error is detected on the read operation, the BIOS

can enable one or the other, but not both at the same time.

switches the primary and secondary banks. The system then reads

Furthermore, these two features are available to administrators

from the new primary bank. A lost memory redundancy event is

in the BIOS setup only if the supported memory configurations

logged in the system event log (SEL).

are installed.

The impact of this feature is that half of the installed memory

When configuring spare-bank memory and memory mirroring

is not available to the system at any one time. In return, the system

features, administrators should press F2 to enter the system BIOS

can benefit from protection against uncorrectable memory errors

setup. The memory setting is listed under “Redundant Memory” on

that might otherwise result in unexpected system downtime and

the BIOS setup screen, as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

possibly data loss.

Monitoring memory events

Enabling RAS features in Dell PowerEdge servers

The BIOS logs memory error, spare-bank memory, and mirroring

Although chip fail correct is automatically enabled by the BIOS

events in the SEL in the baseboard management controller (BMC).

in the MCH, spare-bank memory and memory mirroring features

Administrators can view the SEL through Dell OpenManage™

must be configured by the administrator. Spare-bank memory

Server Administrator or the Web-based graphical user interface

and memory mirroring features are mutually exclusive; administrators

of the Dell Remote Access Controller (DRAC). Figure 5 shows the
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by viewing system logs. By equipping PowerEdge servers with faulttolerant memory capabilities, Dell helps data center administrators
enhance reliability and availability of business-critical systems.
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perform a scheduled shutdown, replace faulty DIMMs, and get
systems up and running.

Enhancing memory reliability and system availability

F OR M ORE INF ORM ATION

The PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and PowerEdge 2850 servers
include memory RAS capabilities that are designed to help minimize
system downtime caused by memory failures. Administrators can

Dell PowerEdge 1850, PowerEdge 2800, and PowerEdge 2850:
www.dell.com/poweredge

easily enable these features and then monitor memory failure events
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